DTC 336 Multimedia Design • Project 1: Color Theory Diagram

Color Collection Assignment
•
•

Complete this assignment for Tuesday, 2/18
These should be new images you capture from your surroundings in the next week

There are many models for color organization: The color wheel is a common one that many of
us experience as children. In class we discussed hue in terms of primary, secondary and tertiary
colors. To begin thinking deeply about color this week, create a collection of primary,
secondary and tertiary colors by photographing your environment. Fill the camera frame as
much as possible with the specific hues you catalog, but also try to maintain a sense of what is
being photographed. Try to keep your images in focus. You may do minor editing of the images
in Photoshop, but try to keep the images true to the color you originally saw. Also, keep a
written log of what you photograph (the object, the location, etc.) for each hue. You will turn
this in as well. At minimum, bring three hue examples each for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yellow
Yellow-Green
Green
Blue-Green
Blue
Blue-Violet
Violet
Red-Violet
Red
Red-Orange
Orange
Yellow Orange

This means you will have at least 36 digital images to turn in next week. Name and number
your files so they appear in color wheel order. For example, if I have three examples for each
hue listed above, my files names would be: “01-yellow.jpg”, “02-yellow.jpg”, “03-yellow.jpg”,
“04-yellow-green.jpg”, “05-yellow-green.jpg”, “06-yellow-green.jpg”, “07-green.jpg”, and so on.
Put all the files in a folder, named “yourlastname-yourfirstname-color-hunt”
Also, using your written log, make a corresponding numbered list of your images that states:
• The hue you feel is represented, and
• A description of what you photographed (such as, “sunset over a field outside Pullman,”
or “close-up of a tree bark,” or “fabric on my friend’s windbreaker.”
Save the list as a Word document or PDF and put this document in “yourlastnameyourfirstname-color-hunt” folder.
Place “yourlastname-yourfirstname-color-hunt” folder in your shared OneDrive folder by the
beginning of class on 2/18.

